
CHAP.t'ER IX 

CONCLUDING REF!ECl'IONS1 

F A C .T. S · A N D 0 B L I G AT I 0 N s· 

That there is a logical distinction between statement of· 

fact and value, so that from a statement that something is the 

case no conclusion can be drawn abou·t w~at ought ·to be d.one, 

has become axiomatic in a good deal of recent writing about 
l . ' ' 

ethics • R. M. Hare has formulated the principle as "No imperative 

conclusion can be validly drawn from a set of premisses which 

does not· contain at least one imperative". ·In OLder not to beg 

the disputed question of whether an "oughtu proposition is best 

in.terpreted ·a.s an imperative, I prefer to put it more generally 

and to say that no conclusion as to what ought or oug11t· not to 

be done can be validly inferJ:·ed from a set of premisses which 

does not at least contain one term which sta:te!S, indicates or 

implies that actions of a certain kind ou9h't or ought not tc be 

doria. Nevertheless others have po:lnted out that statements of 

fact are often adduced as reasons from which duties can be 

1nferred2 • My purpose! in this part of discourse will be to examine 

some kinds of instance in which it appears that an obligation is 

being deduced from st:atements of fact, to try to see whether the 

factual premisses are indeed purely factual, and what is the 

force of the "ought" i.n the concluoion. 
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As a formal point, it seems· unquestion-able t:hat no 

COnClUSiOn COntaining an U0Ught11 Call be StriCtly dedUCed from 

premisses which only state facts. This must surely be so, since 

deductive logic is concerned with getting pi.nts out. of pint pots, 

and nothing more can appear in the conclusion than can be extracted 

from the premisses taken together. Yet in much moral. argument or 

persuasion, this principle ~es not seem to be held. Hume, indeed, 

in a \~ell-known passage often taken as the locus classicus in 

these discussions, says that such a principle if recogniZed would 

"subvert all the vulgar systems of morality". "In every system 

of morality which i have hitherto met with J: have al.wayr;· remarked 

that the author proceeds for some time in the ordinary way of 

reasoning, and establishes the being of a God or meJ:_es observa~ 

tions concerning human affairs1 when all of a sudden I am sur

prised to find, that instead of. the usual copulations of pro

pos~tions, is and is not, I meet with no proposition that is not 

connected with. an ou<;~ht or ought not •. This change is imperceptible, 

but is, however, of the last consequence. For as this ought, or 

ought not, express some new relation or affirmation, 'tis necessary 

that it should be observed and explained; and at the same ttme 

that a reason should be given, for what seems altogether incon

ceivable, hovr this new relation can be a deduction from others, 

which are ent!Lely different from 1t"3 • 

.; 
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Hume is surely_;·right in saying that there is_ a logical 
. ' . 

jump here .. But is he right in saylrig that :the change from 

propositions. not connected with an "ought" to one :so connected 

is a• imperceptibleae? No doubt in popular moral argument and preach

in~ it often goes unperceived, but it may be possible to see how· 

the transition is made. For in actual moral discussion, these 

transitions are continually being made 1 as indeed they are in 

Hume's own discussion of how morality works in social practice. 

\there he shows ideas of obligation being extracted from factual 

premisses, through inducing people to see how they can take an 

interest in what is to the general interest.4., 

I shall now consider some of the ways in which statement 

of obligation is connected with statements of fact, in order to 

see both what its force is, and what ;Ls the natura of the trans!-

tion. 

uThe state of the roads being what it is, if you want 

to catch the 10.30 p.m. train you ought to "leave nowv. 

'I'his is a hypothetical impez:·e.tive1 the apodosia states 

what, according to reasonable expectations, is likely to be a 

necessary, if not sufficient, condition for fulfilling a desire 
. ! 

indicated·. by the prot.asis. Cart the statement be rephrased so as 

·to cut out 11 ought"? If it were rephrased as 11 If y-ou do not leave 

now, you will not cat.ch the train", it would become a simple 

predication, and it mi~ht be falsi£ied if the train wer·:>..· late. 

.·:" 
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'I'he force of the •iought" is to say amongst other th~gs that 

one should not bank on trains being late. If you are to be 

able to do \Y"hat you want to do, knowing the facts about the roads 

and according to all reasonilble expectations of when the train 

is likely to arrive, you ought to leave now. "rhe "ou<;;ht" here 

has the force of warni~ng you that you would be flying in the face 

of .reasonable expecta·tions of success if you did cot do this. The 

recomrendation is only made on the assumption that you have in 

f ac·t got a certain desire or purpos~. It J?Oin ts out that if you 

are wanting to achieve your purpose, and if you a.z:e prer~<:tred to 

behave reasonable, you are committed t.o taking certain steps •. As 

Kant put it in writing about hypothetical imperatiVEcJ• "Who wills 

the end, wills also (so far as reason decides his conduct} the 

means in his power which are indispensablY: necessary thereto•5• 

The operative words here are "so ·far as reason decides his conduct•. 

Hence the "ought", and why even in a hypothetical imperative one 

cannot say that an "ought" follows simply ±rom 'statements on 

fac·t. It might appear s01 as when I say., ui want to catch the 

1.0 • .30 train; it is close on 10 0 'clot:~ and will take me half an 

hour to get to the station, so I ouc;Jht to leave no~r". In so far 
li-

as "I ought to leave now" gives information about means t:o my 

end ("my leaving now will give me time to catch the train .. ) it 

is implied by the indicative premisses. The "oughtu adds the 

force of a recorrunendation I am making to myself as to what I had 
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better do, on the assumption that I am adopting a prudential 

att:i.tude. If l am not adopting such an attitude, I mJ.ght say, 

11 But all the same I am going to stay another five minutes". So 

even· the prudential ••ought" in· a hypothetical iinperative J.s not, 

I think, entailed by .indicative premisses1 it can be overridden 

by a moral "ought" as when, for instance, in ~pite of the fact 

that I want to catch the t1:ain I decide J: ought to \'iaJ.t because 

I have promised to meet someonev 

In a categorical imperative, as Kant also :pointed out, 

the 11 ought11 does not state that a certain means-end cormnJ.tment 

is reasonable within a pre::tmed purpose. Kant said it enunciated 

a liDiversal law; we may prefer t~o say a "principle", in order to 

avoid the implications of command suggested by the word "law", 

as by the word "imperative". But whether we call it; law, prin-

. ciple,. recorrimendation or prescription, a statement such as "All 

men ought to tell the truth" is not a dubious genetral statement 

of fact, such as ''Everyone tells the t:.rutb", or "All men are 

liars 11 
,· and those who break it do not invalidate the general 

principle (if it is valid). Since categorical imperatives (if 

there be such) are never held to be derived from factual pre

misses, they raise .no problems relevant to tnis dJ.scussion (though,· 

of course, they raise plenty of others). 

One reaction to the sharp diat1nction bet\teen statements 

of facts and moral expressions has been to deny that the latter 
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are assertions at all. a:nd to interpret.them as expx:essions of 

attitude, joined with an injunction (conveyed .by the word 11 0Ugl'_lt•) 

used to get others to share our attitude~ so "You c,ught to tell 

the truth" becomas "I approver of telling the truth ' do eo, 

6 tooa• • But this '!itay of putting it has coroo in for a good deal of 

crticism on the score that it reduces tl~ function of ethical\ 

language either.to the propagandist one of trying to influeQce 

peopl~:'s attitudes and/or to the dictatorial one of commandfng 

them to agree with us; and m~ither of these does justice to \the 
7 .\ 

possibility of moral argument or I.·ational persuasio11 • And ~ 

rr.oral arguments. people put forward fctcts as considerations w~ich 

may cause their. opponents to change their views1 as also in m~ing 

one's own decisions, one may be influenced by having a fact 1\ 
formerly unnoticed brought to one's attentcion. Does this go tel' .. 
sh01." that there is, as Hume remarked, a transition from facts to·. 

\ ·. 
"ought", as Hume showed in his practice of actual moral argument?. 

Is ·there a kind of inference \vhich is not strict o.eduction., but 

\'ll'hich allows for this transition? 

. 8 . 
Mr .. Stuart Hampshire holds that it is wron9 to draw 

"the inference from the fact that moral or practical judgmen·t;s 

cannot be logically di~rived from l'.rtaternents of fact, that they 

cannot be based on or establi~hed exclusively by reference to 

beliefs about matters of fact 11 • Hence, he says. 1 ::>ral judgtients 

are discussable; the c;mly kind of rational discourse is not 

str.ict deduction, but there may be another "loose kind of 
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inferen.ce", by which \r.re pass to moral decisions. There may, 

indeed;. but r: am not happy about sa:{i.ng that these judgements 

can be 11 established exclusively" by reference to beliefs about 

matters of £act, unle.ss we are seej_ng f act.s not just as what is 

the case, but in the lic;Jht of soma guiding attitude of fairness 

or sympathy. otherwise, why sho~ld a consideration such as "You 

ousht not to hit him bee ause he is mnaller than you" carry any 

appeal? 

Professor 'l'oulmin in the The Plac:e of Reason in Ethics -·. 
also sa.ts that factual staterrents may be "good reasons•• for 

moral judgements, and calli the process by which we pass from 

fac·t.s to values 11 evaluative inference 11
• The transition i~ made 

by invoking a fo.I.-mulation of v1hat he says is 51The function o;E 

ethics'1 , a general principle such as those elsewhere called 

.. rules of inference" 9 .. 'l'hat is to say, the inference can be 

dralm because, whether e·xplicitly or not, thim pri.nciple is being 

used; it states that the funct.ion of e·thics is "to correlate 

our feelings and behaviour in such a way as to make the fulfil-
. I 

men·t of everyone • s aims and desires as far as Pc>ssible compatible". 

So a moral judgment coula be derived from factual statements if 

it could be said that "this c:tction \..rould be likely to promote 

the rr:.:cx:imum harmony of. interests". l'his is reminiscent of 

Benthamite utilitarianism, and raised the same difficulty& 

how do I pass from saying this action would prorrote the .<~aximum 

harmony. of interests to saying I ought ·to do the action, unless 
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r make some judgment (like the major premiss of U1e practical 

syllogism) to the effect that to promote a harmony of interests 

is good (11 good11 . here neaning 11 desirable11
, or "a woz·th aim• -

either would be an evaluative expression). 'l'oulrnin thinks this 

is provided for by introducing his view of uthe function of 

ethics 11 as a rule of inference. But. this view of the functic.:l 

of ethics is not uncontroversial; it might be possible to argue . . 
tha·t some interests should be eliminated rather than promoted 

or harmonized, and that ethics are in fact sometiineR used to do 

just this. To call this view a 11 rule ')f inference11 suggest' it 

is .less controversial than i·t is. 

10 . 
Mr. Hare in a review of Toulmin 1 s book. ~llosoph1cfl 

Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 4, 1951, pp. 372-375 says that Toulmln 1 s 
\ 

11 evaluative inference 11 from fact to value is in effect the ohd 
\ 

Aristotelian practical syllogism· in disguise. In the practica\1 

syllogism, the major premiss is a general rule to the effeet 

that such and such actions or objects are good, or desirable, 

or should be chosen, whj.le the minor premiss states .the fact ti!C\t 

x is an action or object of this kind, from which follows the 

conclusion that it ought to be cione or chosenu In ~l'oulmin 1 s 

scheme, the major premiss is replaced by a general rule of 
\ 
i 

inference which says we are entitled to pass from the one factual ,, 

premiss to the conclusion-the rule in this case being that the 

function of ethical judgements is to harmonize desires. But this 

introduces a value jcdgment; it could be put as a major premiss 
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sta·ting a general principle, e. g .. "We ought to act in the kind 

• 
11 11 t finA of way which \dll serve to harmonize desires ' or even o .,... 

ways of harmonizing desires is what we should use ethics for" 

(if we are w·anting to stick close to the notion of 11 function"• 

and noti£.£ that in fact ethics is not always used in this \tay). 

~'lhether we prefer to call this a maj<)r premiss, or a rul~ of 

inference of (as 'l'oulmin is now inclined to do ·) a 11 warrant0 

does not alter the fact that a sentenae introduc~ng a judgment 

about values, and not only about facts, has been iJJtroc.iuced. By 

"Value judgment11 I unoers1:Clnd broadly some expression inoicating 

approval or disapproval, or being used to commend or condemn. 

Following on this, if action is called for (there may be purely 

contemplative kinos of valuation whert:l ·it is not), we can conclude ~ 

·that certain kinds of action would be more appropriate than ·others 

and in some cases where action is not optional, this may be of 

a kind to which we are committed if we make t;he value jud~ement 

at all .. Hence the 11 ought11
• I look on road accidents us bad 

things, and therefore I ought to do what I can to avoid them. 

It would be logical t.o say "but all the same I do nothing to 

avoid them11
, admitting that this is reprehensible on my part 

since I own road acc1dents are bad. r·t would not be logical to 

say "but all the same I ought not to try to avoid them". 

I concluoe thc:1t formally speaking the logical po;·~Ht must 

stand, that value judgments or sta-tements about what ought to be 

done cannot be deduced from purely factual statemen;s. But there 
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is the question of whether in practice it is always_possible 

to make a sharp distinction between btu-e factual s:tatements 

and statements which are valuationally loaded, so that they at 

least indicate, if not imply, recommendations about what ought 

or ought not to be done. 'I'he notion of "fact" itself is, of 

course, far from simple • .Ideally, it means something which actually 

is or was the case; in practice we have to make do with statements 

of fact, which are propositions givin~~ interpretations of what is 

or was the case. So in ;-,r·act.ice we have more than bare .:escrip-

tion. we have intc~rpretation '.rrhich selects, emphasizes, relates. 

·If this is so· to some extent even in deDcribing the facts in a 

physical situation, it is still more so in desc.r.tbing the facts 

of social situations, which are the kinds-of facts usually 

aaduced as reasons supporting moral judgments or decisions. For 

facts about social situations, or "social facts" as they are 

sorretimes less accurately called, are not just statements about 

individuals with certain physical and biologiCcLl properties. 'I'hey 

are statements about peovle occupying various roles vis-a-vis 

one another;. And a role is relatJ.onship of a recognized kind 

•-.rithi.n a given society, with some notion of the kind of conduct 

appropriate to ·i·t build into its description. 'l'he difference 

. 11 
can be 'seen by considering a we.ll-lmo\rm passage ih Hurnef , ~hich 

ignores this notion of social relationship .. "Lilt us choose any 

inanimate object,. such as an oak or elm; ana let us suppose 

that, by the dropping of .iL-s seed. i·t produces a sapling below 
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it, which spring·ing up by degrees, at last overtops. and destroys 

the parent tree 1 I &sk, if in_this instance there be wanting 

any relation, which is discoverable in parriciqe or ingratitude?. 

Is not the one tr8e the cause of the other's existence1 and the 

latter the cause of t.he destruction of the former, in the same 

manner as \"lhen a child murders his parent? 'T iu not sufficient 

to reply, that a choice or will is wanting, For in the case of 

parr.icide a will does not give rise to any different relations, 

but. is only the cause from which the action is deriv'dl and 

consequently produces the came relations, that in the oak or elm 

arise from some otheJ::· principles". 

Hume says that what is lacl(ing in the one case and .f-~.und 

in .the other is a sentiment., anci the sentiment· is an emotion of 

approval or disapproval within tl:Je breast qf the observer. But 

if the relation of a child to parent is cor.isidered as social, and 

not merely as physical, it becomes a role relation constituted 

by certain notions of appropriate conduct whj.ch are built into 

its description. These may, of course, vary in dfferent societies, 

but there will al\1Tays be some such notion, so that it is possible 

to speak of "filial 11 and 11unfilial" conouct to designate ways 

of behaving \'lhich are1 appropriate or inappropriate in the· role. 

Indeed, the history of the terms "naturalN and Nunnatural" shows 

hO\·.r deeP-seated is the t?elief that certain ld.nds of con:.uot are 

part of the normal description of a soc.ial relation. The ambigui

ties in "riat.ural11
. and 11 unnatural" may suggest ·these· terms are 

\ 
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better avoided in these discussions (I shall x·etu:t·n to thiu in 

a later context). social behaviour is always artificial, in the 

sense that it is not just instinctive or impulsive" It is informed 

by expectat1ons about what it is appropriate to do in certain· 

types of situation, and this only seems "natural" \~here the 

expectat-ions are so strongly grounC:uad in custom and so widely 
12 

accepted that they come to seem self-evident· • so Sir David 

Ross and the late Professor Prichard used to tell us that it was 

int.td.t.ively self-evident ·that if X had borrowed money f.2c>m Y, 

he had an obli~ation to repay it, or that if A was the father 

of B, B had a duty.to help A in his old age. But these are role 

relations where the beliefs about appropriate conduct are so 

firmly established that what it is right to do gets seen not as 

a decision, but as part ot. the facts of t~e situation. If I 

suc;;J~;est that this 11 self-evidence•.• is part...:.! the result of esta-

blished custom, this does not mean that such judgments are merely 

"socially-conditioned•• and so may be arbitrary• They may also 

be the result oi ·the sense of fairness, sympathy and something 

like.Toulmin•s principle of the need to make for harmony of 

interests, t·mrking on custom so as to reJnforce or amend it. And 

these, I suggest, are among our means of criticism and rationality 

in moral jud.gments .. Ji'or fairness and sy1npathy orr~ attitudes which 

help us to put ourselves :imaginatively :Lnto the role of the other 

people in the situat1on,. and so help us to be more objective 

about our ovm role in relat.ion to them .. And this is surely one 

'.Na~r of trying to be rational. MakiWJ fairness, sympathy and a 
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will ·to harmony our guides, the facts of the situations in which 

we have to act can trJ.en be seen as constituting good reasons for 

decisions; but they are not good reasons on their own account. 

and apart from these guides. seen Wlder the guides of aggressive

ness and selfishness t~he fac·ts mi(.;Jh't provide good 1~easons for 

different courses of action. so we should still say that it is 

only possible to pass from descriptiops of fact -t;.o moral judgments 

by the help of some guiding evaluation. 'l'his may not be explicitly 

enunciated as a principles in the case of the morality of role 

behaviour it may have becoiite. part of t.he accepted notion of what 

is implied in occupying the role of e. g. a debtor or a parent. 

'l'he notion of rule, ther<~fo.r:e, I suggest provides a link 

between the factual descriptions of sc)cial situations., and n:oral 

decisions about what ought to be .cione in toom. It has, so to 

speaJc, a foot in both camps. Where roles have become recurrent 

and generally recogniZed forms of relat;ionship within a social 

'llay of life, certain norms of behaviour beooma, as I have suggested, 

built into their description~ so indiviuuals acting in such roles 

are not all the tilre thrown back on their own ~J.rst-hand judgments. 

as to \~That they ought. to do. And however much \oJe · may pride our

selves on the individual, personal character of our own mo:J;al 

decisions. or pour scorn on established codes i£ we like to think 

o:i ou.r:selves as "Outsiu...;;.x:s", we all in fact depend on w~u&t can 

oe taken for g.r·anted in role morality to a far greater extent 
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than we always realize. But that this implies acceptance or 

rejection of norms, and not .bare reading of facts, is shown on 

the occasions where role moralit.Y is challenged (for instance the 

Victorian notions of what constituted "filial behaviour", 

especially on the part of dauyhtera), or wr~re there are conflicts· 

of role, and dfficult decisions have to be made about priorities. 

It then becomes evident that role morality, however strongly 

established, does no·t just exist as a natur:al fact. outsj• a the 

minds of· inCLiviuuals, exercising casual pressure on them. It acts 

as a pressure indeed, but i·t is the pressure of est ··:blished 

traaition, existing in the minas of individuals through their 

social education, and c6nti:nually being s~rengthened or weakened 

by their sonetimes more and sometimes less responsible acceptance 

or L·ejection. so v1hen the "facts of the situation" seem to point 
.. 

inescarJabl.t to certaj.n obligations, this may. be because they are 

·tile fac·cs of a social situation, sean as already charged with the 

norms of roles as established within a social tradition. ADd 

tnese Hiust either be accepted or z:·ejecteu. vlhen the acceptance 

is tc.cit or taken for granted, the norms are likely to be seen 
13 

simpl.f as part o.t the facts of tho situat.ion • Where they are 

not t·aken £or gJ:·anted, a pe.r·sonc3.l decision has to .be made to 

accept or reject them. 

When therefor-:J an "ought11 follo~vs fz·om statements oon-

cerning roles (11 X is you.x: ,;jon, therefore .YOU ought not to treat 

him .like that" a "Since you are a dootor, you ought to respect 
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the confidences of your patien-t;.s'•), what is happening is that 

a person is being refe~rred to value-acceptances which he can 

be presumed to hold. The force of the 11 ouQht" is not merely to' 

make a recommendation (which so\.mds too tentatj,ve), still less 

to issue a command {which sounds too dictatorial), but to recall 

a commitment to act in accordance with these value acceptances. 

This, I think, holes both for the SE"~concl person, 11 you ouDht 11 , 

and for the first per.aon 11 I ought11
• 'l'he former 11 0USJht" is more 

likely_ to invoke as the ~E! ; sons 1:or a decision accopted ·norms of· 

role Ioorality, put as_ facts of a social Bituation. The latter is 

more likely to register a decision in which adherence to these 

is reasserted, or is questioned on ac<~ount of adherence to some 

other commitment. In neither case is the "ought" deduced froin 

valuationally neutral statements of fact. 

Another runge of instances where "ought" statements appear 

t.o follow from statentents of fact occurs in talking of purposive 

activities or of things made for a purpose. "If that is a lmife 

_.,·ou ouidht to be able to CU't. w.ith it" ditfers from u If that 

creature is a who.le, it ought to be a mammal", in that in the 

lattc:..c case b1e 11 ought 11 can be diSJ;JlaceO. by the purely faotual 

(anc timeless) 11 'Jdll be 11
• If the creature proves Jn.ot to be a 

marrmal, i"t is no ,,,hale, . :md tha·t is t.nat • .aut if r.te car. ::.ot cut 

\·Jith this tool, then is it not knife? Perhaps, or perhaps not. 

It might. be an exceed.ingly blunt knife. Efficiency co fulfil 

the ;:=:ur l.:.:.ose for which a thing has been maO.e is a ma~ter of degree, 
I 
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and not an all-or-none affair as 'lrthen something is or is not a 

rnarrunal. 

when words are defined teleologically, i.e. with reference 

to the purpose of the thing defined, we do not reco~ize instances 

of ·them by being sho\m them ostensively, as we might of e. g. 
14 

1:-ed things. we have to be told what they are for · ~ A kn:t.Ee is 

a single-bladed tool to cut with. J:f you wero given some.blunt 

instrument tha·t. could never conceivably have cut e,Ten butter, 

you woula not want to say it w·as a bad knife1 fOU would uot call 

.it a knife at all •. So. if one says "That is a knife., so you ought 

to be· able to cut \'11ith it", the •iought" conclusion follows from 

1rJllc1t looks lilce a factual p.t·emiss only because the meaning of 

"knife" is s0111~thing with which it ought '-V be possible to cut 

(so the conclusion is really analytic). An object like a knife 

has a functional uefinition \vith reference to its purpose, and 

~ve may CiSk ho1t1 sub-standard in efficiency such. an object may be 

before we begin refusing to accord it t.ne class name. sometimes 

refereuce to a standard is p.r·esupp()Sed, and then terms have not 

only functional but also evaluative meaning. l do not think 

there is a hard and fact line between thta two. ..:.A some words the 

evaluative meaning is part ot the defini·tion, aa those used· in a 

pejorative or coJrJnendatory sense, l.ike 1'murdercar" • "late"; 

"statesrr.an", "uc:dnt".. (Here an "ou1.;ht'' ocm follow. as 1n "He 

ar:civeci late for the lecture, so ought to have got up earlier", 
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since "late" means "after he ought to have done•• ). I suggest 

that~ evaluative m:aning. though not necessarily an evaluative 

definition. is normally attached to purposive activities and the 

prac·titioners of these activities. ~I'o be an instance of one of 

these, one must achieve a certain mocU.cum ()f effectiveness in 

carrying out the activity. Otherwise one is not even a bad 

instance. but a "bogus" or not an ;lnst~ance a:t all. Take politics 

as such an activity. accept,ing fer the salce of argument Oakeshott•s 
15 

cefinition c "the activity of attenuing to the gemeral arrange-

ments of a set of people whom chance or choice had brough·t 

together". If common actions directed to genE~ral <u::rangements 

produced merely a free-for-all shambles. we should not. I think. 

consiaer that ·they counted as poli.tics .. '.l'hex·e is an element of 

"stipulation" /1ere ' different people may draw tb:l line in 

different ways; we need not say there is an 11 essent.ial na·ture of 

polit.1.cs11
• But there is a measure of effectiveness in being able 

to get people to work together • even if only ill order to frustrate 

other people. which a person • s activities will have to show if we · 

are to call them "political". If aoueonl"i:! is quite incapable of 

doing this. vle should not be prepared to call h~ a politician. 

not even a bad politician. but perhapu only a ••would-be". poli

tician. Mo.t:eover. in cor.1;;;idering pUl:·posivfi: activities. it is I 
surely reasonablt:: to discuss them not only in terms of what it . 

is to do them, but \'Jhat it is to do them well. which is why 

·' 
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political science, from Aristotle on, is likely to include 

recommendations as well as descriptions, and why the recommenda

tions as to what ought to be done appE~ar to be following from 

the descriptions• 

The loaded meaning becomes an evaluative definition in 

the case of conunendator\,. or honorific terms like ustate:: . .men11 •· 

A statesman is someone who carries our political activity on a 

faiJ:·ly high level if he is to earn the name. We hav~ noted that 

class membership in the case of terms with evaluative meaning 

is not assigned in an all-or-none way, but: as a matter of degree. 

So it may be said not only that A is a better statesman than B, 

but that he is more of a statesman than B . (or "more of a poli

tician", or "more of a philosopher ... ) In some cases when it looks 

as if an "ought" conclusion follo.ws from factual premisses, this 

will be because one of the terms in the premisses has an evalua

tive definition, "Since A is a state.-.man, the rnsasures he put 

fonrard ou<;ht not to be ill-conceived" • Note t:hat it would also 

be possible to sa.¥ that since the measuJ:·es put forward were ill

conceived, A was no fltatesman. 'l'hJs becomes analytic. But it is 

not pointless, if we are conside.I·ing \"lhoth.:~r ·to apply the term 

11 statesman" ~V'ith its evaluative definition to A or not. And if 

it is applied, the imp lie, . .lon is that a certain standard of wise 

conduct can be taken for granted. 
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Role activities purposively undertaken are likely to 

hav·e evaluative meaning not only in that SQn'le modicum of efficiency 
I 

in the role is presupposed when according t}l.e name, but alao in 

that, as we have already seen, the name may be withheld if certain 

generally acknowleagad obligations of the role ai.e not observed. 

The z:·ole of doctor is a clear instance. If a person fails ·to 
; 

behave in accordance wi. th the norms of the role beyond a point, 

people may sa~{ that 11 He is no aoo·tor••. It might be said that 

the operational definition of th:ia point is given by a person 

being struck off the Medical Registe.r., But. this apart, I th.l . .n.k 

it if' fair to say that the social f~t. of the doctor-patient. 

relationship inclUdes certain obl.igat.ions in ita descriptiOn·, 

and if these are grossly ai.s.regar.ded on either side the name of 

the role will be considered inappropr,iate and withheld. 

Thus purposively assumed roles mai be said to have 

ev<liuative meaninga What about ascribed roles, based for instance 

on natural relations, such as X' s role in bwing the son of Y? 

It m.i,grrt be said that since such roles are not voluntarily 

assumad.. they cannot be forfeited through inefficiency Oli 

nlisconduct, Ana indeed Y may say of x, 11 1-JC)W(:IVer he has L_~haved. 

-he is still my son11 
o But it may be possible nevertheless to 

dis·tinguish the social from the nat.ural I:elationshi'~'. ~ is saying 

that he still recognizes the obligations of being x•s father1 

it migi1t have been open to him to sever the social. as distinct 

· fr<:Jm the natural relationship, by disinheriting X and considering 
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himself no longer bound by the obligati.ons of the role of X' s 

father. Hence the social relationship can have an evaluative 

meaning and the name be withheld in smne cases where the natural 

relationship still holdse And contr.·ariwise. a stranger by blood 

may be adopted or initiated into the social role of a k.inship 

relatj.onship • .so it can ·ue said that the role as a soci~Ll and 
I 

not merely a natural relationship has an evaluative aspect, and 

is only held to obtain where certain stcinaards of ~expected conduct 

are: at least to some extent observed. This can hold even of 

persons occupying roles of rivals or enell~es via-a-vis one 

another.. ("Holi'J can· I go on. calling you my enemy when you are 

deliberately C.Jiving me chances to escc:1pe?1
',) The test is a standard 

of socially exp9cted con6uct1 not necessarily of mutually 
16 

benevolent conduct ·• Thus, in· cases where descriptions of facts 

ar.~e descriptive of social situations in which the relations are 

role relations, a rigid distinction between descriptive and 

prescriptive language cannot be maintainGld• When reasons for 

moral decisions are given by citlng the fac:ts of a ~ituation, 

the situation may al.z:·eady be seE:!n in terms of ce.t:"tain expecta-

tion::> as to approp.z:·iate conduct .in i-t.; .if the t~ituation consists 

of people in certain roles vis-a-viu each other, such as father 

and child, or debtor and C.i.t')ditor., Sli> an agent in deciding what 

he ought to do, when he considers t.he £acts, must associate or 

dissociate himself f:t·om these g(;'lneral expectations as to ap~·,ro-

priate behaviour. And when some one else, ae spectator, t;r,:·ies 
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to describe these role expectations as held by other people. it 

will be ..,.,.ell for him ·to renJE.:mber that hi~ own terminology for 

describing social roles contains t.~:~rms some of which have evalua-

tive meanings, and also terms like ''n6rrt1a.l", "har.monious11
1 

"integrative", "disintegrative", whi<lh CHll~ry ·the.ir own sorts of 

17 
evaluative estimate with them • 'rhia need rio·t mlan that studies 

of this kind are not "sciEH~t~ific 11 and bicwed by personal· pre-

ferences. It means that we neE.>d to recognize ·that the Subjec_t 

matter can, it seems,· only be describea through terms which '•re 

to some extent evalua·tive. 

Lastly • I come to an important group of instances in which 

injunctions about wha·t. ought t.o be done seem to be beirtg derived 

from what appear as statements of fa<::t.. ncunely many of the injunc-

tions of religious mo;ra11ty. Mooz.·e. J?oppE.~r and others have insisted 

tha.t even if the facts adduced as reasons are· facts of a spiritual 

or metaphysical l<.ind, they cannot lead to a ·statement of obliga

tion without the introduction of a premiss containing a distinc

tively 100ral judgrient .• Thus if, as Kant r.uiys. religious morality 

consists in seeing our duti~;;os as divine COJTU'nands. the o~>~ . .tgation 
. . 

to obey follows not froJ1. · the fact that God commands, but. only 

if this is conjoined \'lith the belief that wh,at God commands is 

right.- In many people • s mina.s this is analytically implied., since 

the idea of God is eva.luatively charged with the idea of goodness. 
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sometimes a religious injuncti0n co11taining an "ought11 

is related to statements of fact aa the con~itions on which certaLi 

aspirations can bt3 fulfilled. Here the logic is that of the. me'ans

end 11 ought11 hypothetical imperatives.,. If one is comnitted to a 

certain purpose,_ cert.ain necessary means ought to bet talo;-rm. 

sometimes, however, the fact cited as a reason for an "c:n.Jyht" 

looks like neither a fact of command, nor a condition within t::1a 

context of an end to be achieved. The facts are adduced as direct 

reasons for obligations to certain ways of behaving. In general, 

I think that this is because the facts exe·looked on not as 

valuationally neu·tral, but· either as evoking gratitude or as 

sonehovJ exemplary. 11 Because Christ so loved us, we ought also to 

love one another" - the obligation is not only an obligation to 

gratitude, but the facts are held out as exemplary of a way of 

life '1.-J'hich, if accepted, brings c:·onuTlitment to cer-tain r,~ays of 
18 

behavj_our· .. A moral judgment is implied in accep"t~ing the facts 

as exemplary, an6 ·therefore a mornl. conclusion. can be dratrm about 

the kind of behaviour which follow:ll accordingly. But the moral 

jud9FK'mt which accept.s the facts i.lf.J e:x.enq)lcrr.s lh .... i;d not depend 

on comparing them with an already accep"t:.«::1d moral ideal which they 

can be ta}~en to illustratr:! (as Kant:. held, when he said that the 

Holy One of the Gospels must firs·t be compclx·ed with our ideal 

19 
of rnoral perfection before we can t·ocognize Him as such) • In 

so far as religious morality can g.:lve new moral vision; it .:.a.y 

be by producing exemplars fo.z:· ways of behavitlg which;. while. 

appealing to existing mor:al judgments, can yet also show a 

better kind of mo:x:·al1ty. 
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('!'his is the a fortiori technique of the Gospel pa:rable=:d. 

so in some of the cases in relig;ious morality where facts 

are held to entail obligations, tl"l.is happens bee. 1use the facts 

are seen as exemplara. within a way of life to which the person 

is committed. 'l'here i;>re,. however, ulso forms of religious JOOrality 

\'17here the kinds of facts adduced am .t·easons for behaviou.r are 

not exemplary but are said to be facts about the nature of the 

~:rorld, a.Ylc it i~ saJ.d that anyone leading a m:u:al life shot ;'d 

con.form to t~hese. 'l'hj_.s holds of t:be lonCJ t.t·adition which persents 

n;oJ::-alit.f as in some way "living according tonature"• where the 

notion of 11 natural law••, is used· in a n10ral. as well ~s a physical 

sense., setting out the most gen<=:ral principles according to which 

human beings should behave if they· are to fulfil their "nature" 

as human beings. Her~ \'11e find a Qombination of the descriptive 

p:r:·escriptive notions of law, and the notion of "nature" as stand

ing not only for the totality of things that exist. !1,1 J;erum natura, 

blit · _.lso carr.ting evaluative meaning according. to whieh the 

"na·t.ure" of a thing :ls to be a good instance of its type. And so 

too, '.rith the notio.~ o!. 11 human••. li'rom one point of vie' .. ·'.-Je might 

Se.:f th;.1t all the ~,rayi3 in Which peOple Can live and behaVe Can be 

called 11 human 11 in a perfectly pr()f.l(JI." sense, and we 2 an count 

no-thing human as alien to us .. But from anotner point of view. the 

notion of '1 hurnan••, as that of "natural", :;ay be used with evalua

tive meaning .. 1'his \'17ay of speaking may, however, .bring out 
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son~thing important for morality~ It ~~Y be a way of saying that 

morality does not only depend on personal decisions as to hot'l 

one ought to live~ but can also be a matter of the discovery 

of principles accorping to which .it is posa.ible for peoJ: ~~d to 

live together in \'lays which lead to an increasing capacity for 

rro.r·al grovtth and development, and t~hat this capaci·t_.: is \'ieaken~d in 

ways of lj.ving which disreg~d these p~inciples. In the European 

·tradit:ion of natural law, one suc:;h principle has gained some form 

of belief in the unity of humanity, according to which obligations 

are recognized to any human beings as such and not only to members 

of special groups; ·and another has been the principle of pacta 

sunt. servanda, making for the possibility of mutual trust. When 

such r..vays of behaving are described as more "natural" or more 

11 human" tnan others, I think what is happening is that human 

:Oei.ngs are being looked On not jl,ISt as mainbE3rS Of the biological 

spc:cies homo supiens, but as having a ~cial role in the l,.iniverse. 

Sc> ••n.:1tural" and "ln:qtaon" now becwma .~~ole conce1'ts, and as such 

have a normat.ive element built .into thern. Thus ti1e 11 dignity" of 

the human being11 me:r be invoked, callin~J attorrtion to a man • s. 

obli1;ation to live accordtn'J to ·the n<:>.rms of thi~ social x.·ola. and 

to the obligation on others to rear;>e(.::·t. h.:ls right to do so. Md 

it may be when they fail to do so that the Ei'!V'aluat.ive meanings 

of the terms "human•• and 11 naturf.Ll11 get involted. 
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we have obviously t.ravelled a. lon~ way hare from me•e 

stat.ements of fact. '.rhe facts o:f natt.u·e or of the order O:f the 
• 

universe with vlhich it. is said that. tr~e moral lite should conform, 

are either principlos of moral developroont o.t· valuationally

charged descriptions 1:>f what is thought of al;j t.he human role. we 

cannot therefore, read our duties off the facts. for a moral 
; 

decision depends on willingneH.'is to take the responsibility of 

accepting or rejecting cer.ta.in values~~ we must accept the lo\Jical 

rule that no obligation ia deducible from me.x·e matters Of fact. 

But facts are seldom 11 mere" when they are facts of social =itua

tions. They becone ·facts of social situation£»~ because they are 

seen witr1in the context of ways in which people live together, and 

the common values these involve. J\lld iililyone who responsibly 

accepts such a \-Jay of living accepts it' a coirunitments. 


